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When assessing medically refractory epilepsy patients for possible surgical treatment or neuromodulation therapy, the aim of video/electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring is to capture clinical seizures (CSs) for the purpose of localization of the ictal focus (i). In some patients, electrographic or subclinical seizures (SCSs), defined as ictal activity without symptoms or clinical signs, are the only type of ictal activity that is captured during the average 1- to 2-week-long evaluation. Subclinical seizures seem to fall in the middle of the spectrum between interictal epileptiform discharges and CS in their accuracy for localizing the ictal focus (i)^[@bibr1-1535759720917401]^ and on their impact on cognitive function.^[@bibr2-1535759720917401],[@bibr3-1535759720917401]^ Using intracranial EEG in a group of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), Babb et al^[@bibr4-1535759720917401]^ reported that the number of neurons firing at the start of a seizure correlates with the clinical symptoms, and because SCS do not activate a sufficient pool of neurons, they do not produce clinical or behavioral symptoms.

The prevalence of SCS in unknown. In a retrospective study of 327 pediatric and adult patients with TLE who were studied with scalp video/EEG, 8.3% demonstrated SCS, with most of these patients also demonstrating CS.^[@bibr5-1535759720917401]^ In contrast, studies using intracranial video/EEG report a higher incidence. In a study of 40 TLE patients, 57% had SCS and 25% had auras, with SCS arising from medial temporal structures and rarely spreading to the neocortex.^[@bibr6-1535759720917401]^ In a study of 111 patients mainly with TLE, 64% had SCS and only 2 patients had SCS captured without CS.^[@bibr7-1535759720917401]^

Do SCS always arise from the same area as CS? At least for TLE, auras and SCS usually have identical EEG signatures and the same origin as complex partial seizures. Additionally, these usually remain restricted to the area in which they started and infrequently spread to other areas within or outside of the temporal lobe.^[@bibr6-1535759720917401],[@bibr7-1535759720917401]^ Assuming that this premise is correct, is it worthwhile to pursue a surgical treatment if SCS are the only ictal electrographic abnormality that is obtained during a presurgical evaluation? Similarly, is surgical outcome influenced by the co-localization of SCS and CS?

Review of the literature suggests that the answer to these 2 questions is a temperate yes. Data from retrospective studies using intracranial EEG in small groups of patients with single^[@bibr8-1535759720917401]^ or multiple foci^[@bibr7-1535759720917401]^ report a good surgical outcome when the area that is resected shows concordance between ES and CS. In the latter study,^[@bibr7-1535759720917401]^ 77.5% of patients who had concordance of SCS and CS and underwent resection became seizure-free at 1 year compared to 37.5% of patients with incomplete or no co-localization. Interestingly, 1 patient who had resection of the temporal lobe where over 1000 SCS began, compared to the contralateral lobe where only 1 CS was captured, achieved seizure freedom.

In a recent study by Wang et al,^[@bibr9-1535759720917401]^ data are presented on a group of 123 patients with mixed pathologies and epilepsy syndromes who had both SCS and CS captured with scalp video/EEG monitoring, underwent epilepsy surgery and had at least 1 year of follow-up. The lobar concordance between SCS and CS localization was classified into 5 categories, ranging from complete concordance when localizations were identical, to indeterminate when the ictal activity was non-localizable or generalized. Additionally, the relationship between resection site, at a lobar level, and localization of ictal activity was evaluated and classified.

Complete concordance between SCS and CS was present in 56.5% of TLE and 54.1% of extra-temporal lobe epilepsy (ETLE) patients. In terms of surgical outcome, the rate of complete concordance localizations was significantly higher in those seizure-free at 1 and 2 year post resection than in the non-seizure-free group, for both TLE and ETLE patients (65.2% vs 42.6%, *P* = .012). Univariate analysis showed that the presence of a tumor and complete concordance between SCS and CS was significantly more frequent in patients with seizure-free outcomes. In terms of the localization value, there was no difference in the surgical outcome between the complete resection rates of SCS and CS.

The authors conclude that SCS have a clear clinical diagnostic value for both TLE and ETLE groups and that SCS and CS likely emanate from the same epileptogenic networks. They suggest that both should be used in conjunction for localization of the epileptogenic zone. Major contributions of the study are the large number of patients studied and the use of surgical outcome in all patients to validate the localizing value of SCS. Limitations of the study include the retrospective design and the lack of intracranial EEG data to validate the limited spatial resolution of surface EEG recordings. Additionally, it would have been interesting to analyze the pattern of seizure evolution and presence or absence of propagation for their potential implications for surgical outcome.

The Wang et al study^[@bibr9-1535759720917401]^ provides important contributions to our understanding of the significance of SCS. Nevertheless, several important questions remain unanswered. For example, is the presence of SCS an independent predictor of surgical outcome? Do these results apply to patients who only have SCS captured during the presurgical evaluation and then undergo surgical treatment? Is there a difference in the significance of SCS that occur during sleep vs wakefulness? Additional work, including data obtained from chronic ambulatory intracranial EEG studies, is welcomed.
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